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you can download an updated driver from the manufacturer's website. though, it is more convenient to use a free driver tool that enables you to update your drivers automatically. the following third-party utility has a one-click feature that will update all of your device drivers
without the need to locate the right ones for each. this is a very effective driver updater that will assist you in getting the latest version of your ieee-1284 usb to paralell port drivers. drivers are the lifeblood of a pc. when your drivers are faulty, your hardware fails. there are many

reasons why your drivers are faulty, including: you can download the latest version of your ieee-1284 usb to paralell port driver right here. these drivers are specifically designed for your computer, and it is recommended that you use these drivers to ensure the proper functionality
of your hardware. not only do they provide drivers for windows operating systems (os), but they also provide drivers for apple, linux, and unix operating systems. so, before you go out and purchase a new laser printer, you should check your existing drivers first to make sure you
have the latest drivers for your device. you should also be aware of the potential risks of installing a faulty driver. these risks include system-crashes and loss of data. i have finally replaced my 10 1/2 year old computer with a new machine that runs windows 7 (64 bit), but not the

10+ year old hp laserjet 1100a printer. i followed the procedure above but still can not get the printer to print a page. you mentioned a possible driver for a different model that may work thank you for all your help. i have bookmarked this page for reference. thank you.
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i have a hp laserjet 1215 that was my first printer. i used it for years. when my daughter got a new computer, i tried to install my hp 1215 laserjet that works on my old computer, but, it doesn't recognize the printer. is there any software that i can download to my laptop that will
make the printer work or do i need to get a new printer? i have a hp laserjet p1005 that is connected via usb to a laptop via a usb to parallel cable. the usb cable is the one that came with the laserjet. i have tried to install the hp p1005 driver and it doesn't work. i have a dell studio

1558 laptop. i have a hp laserjet p1005 that is connected to it via a usb to parallel cable. the usb cable is the one that came with the laserjet. i have tried to install the hp p1005 driver and it doesn't work. this is a great tutorial and clear. i used this guide for a whole bunch of
printers i had purchased from a garage sale. the first one i tried was a faxjet 1320, which had some odd issues. after some research, i found out that a faxjet 1525 had the same issues, so i decided to give the faxjet 1320 a try. it came up as a scsi device in the device manager, so i

didn't think it was going to work. well, i plugged it in and it was up and running, but still didn't have the scanner function, and my scanner wasn't working. i followed the instructions and everything worked out. i have a fuji scanner sc1000, which i can't seem to find a driver for.
anyone know anything about that one? i have a dell optiplex gx230 with the i350 network driver loaded. the network card is a broadcom bcm4303. the problem is that the driver takes over the network connection, so i can't even use a wireless card. i have tried to disable it in the

device manager and then re-enable it, but it won't work. i know the driver is loaded because if i uninstall it, i can't connect to the network, and the other computers on the network can connect to each other. i found this site on the net, but it didn't help. can anyone help me?
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